In Purple Group we would like...
In Blue Group we would like ...

- A playground with a clock
- Trampoline
- A Wood
- Swimming Pool
- A Big House
- Pictures of Space
- A park
- A slide
- Castle
- A train station
- Swings
In Green group we would like...

- More knights
- More costumes
- Octonauts
- More cutting things
- A bigger Slide
- A Castle
- Power Rangers
- Roundabout
- Swings
- A waterfall that you can swim in

Action figures like Spiderman and Batman
In Red Group we would like ...

- A Monkey or Walrus
- A farm to grow vegetables
- A pond for fish and frogs
- Swimming Pool
- More Cars
- Swings and a slide
- A Bouncy Castle
- A Dog
- Trampoline
- Logs in the playground to jump off
In orange group we would like...

- Dinosaurs that are big enough to ride on
- Power Rangers
- More bikes, big and new
- A machine to make new toys
- Airplanes to fly around Nursery
- Ninja Turtles
- Build a new shed
- Shoes to play with
- Cars to drive around Nursery
Yellow group children would like ...

Comfy Little Chairs
Sparkles Magic Wand
PlayStation 4
More lights in Creative like Language area
Police Cars / Fire Engines to drive
Pink Bikes
A living room with comfy sofas and a TV
Racing Cars
A Frozen Castle
Big Scooters with 2 wheels
More Princess Dressing Up

More Princess Dressing Up